“Welcome to the Sea,
Welcome to the Festival”

Welcome to the 8th edition of Tasting Lanzarote Food and Wine Festival, the date that have lately become the most
important gastronomic event in the Canary Islands. Within this exhibitors’ guide you have in your hands, you will find
information of each one of the participant companies, as well as the dishes they will present to the visitors.
The programme has a complete agenda of activities, which are distributed in the following Festival areas:
Taste room: we can assist here to masterclasses from international well-known chefs as Paco Pérez (5 Michelin Stars),
Diego Guerrero (2 Michelin Stars) and Pepe Solla (1 Michelin Star), besides other first level chefs.
Tasting Lanzarote room: in this room, also known as “the fish tank”, the cooks from Lanzarote Cocina will carry out culinary
workshops based on local products.
“Chinijo” Chef room: in this room, also known as “the fish tank”, the cooks from Lanzarote Cocina will carry out culinary
workshops based on local products.
Canary product House: At the Museum of the Timple, one of the most emblematic buildings in Teguise, there will be
activities to promote the consumption and knowledge of the Canary Archipelago gastronomy through workshops, exhibitions
and tastings. The space is divided into the Wine tunnel, the Cheese tunnel, Product Workshops and the Canteen for tastings
and food samples.
Canary Islands Area: here the 8 islands are represented (including La Graciosa) through 8 famous restaurants from each
island. They will present dishes created specifically for the occasion, where the focus will be on local products. There will
also be showcookings where our cooks will offer the best of their gastronomy.
Tasting Spain Area: Once again we have other gastronomic destinations from Tasting Spain as guests. Cambrils, Gran
Canaria, Sevilla, Tenerife, Trujillo and Vinarós will offer the best of their gastronomy together with excellent products. Don’t
miss this delicious way to know our country.
Atlantic Cooking Area: This is a novelty of this edition. In this area, coordinated by Lanzarote Cocina and Coruña Cociña, you
will be able to taste excellent products and delicious elaborations. A wonderful opportunity to share knowledge and taste the
purest gastronomy of the Atlantic Ocean.
Moreover, we will also have fun activities such as concerts and the popular contest of Traditional Cooking “From the Sea to
the Pot”, where a cook from each municipality of Lanzarote will elaborate their own recipe in front of an exigent jury.
Tasting Lanzarote is proud to organize such an event. We sincerely thank the support from all our collaborators and
sponsors, because without them, this event would not be possible. We also thank you for coming. We hope you leave with a
good taste in your mouth.
See you in Teguise!
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Altamar - Arrecife
Gran Hotel & Spa

Lanzarote’s shell
Recipe:
On a limpet shell, we organise layers using
first a base of marinated rabbit cream, a prawn
marinated with lime and its head oil, then the
limpet meat covered in green coriander mojo
and on top, the eggs from the prawn coronated
with plankton oil and prawn head powder.
The concept of the dish is combining the typical
hunting animal in Lanzarote (the rabbit) with
two of the most precious seafood (the limpet
and the prawn) to get 100% Lanzarote’s flavour
in the mouth.

Watching over the capital of Lanzarote from the Reducto Beach, our
restaurant Altamar offers the best of the island gastronomy, with a vanguard
style using high quality products. Comfortable, close to the sky, with 360º
view, we offer a gastronomic and sophisticated experience in all senses.
928800000
Parque Islas Canarias
www.aghotelspa.com
info@arrecifehoteles.com
restaurantealtamar.agh
aghotelspa
Restaurante_altamar
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Club Santa Rosa
The Club Santa Rosa is sport club. For us, gastronomy is
very important, as well as offering products from our own
kitchen garden at the towns of La Vega de Teguise and Soo.

Tuna sailing over a bed of
coriander parmentier
Recipe:
For the parmentier: boil sliced potatoes,
then smashed them adding salt, white
pepper, butter and a little bit of cream. When
everything is well mixed, add coriander and
chive.
Tuna: cut the tuna in dices and grill it very rare.
Serve it over the parmentier and add some salt
flakes with squid ink, we give some colour with
green sprouts and savage flowers.
Allergen information:
contains fish, milk and mollusc.

928592606
Avda. del Mar, 19 (aptos. Santa Rosa)
www.clubsantarosa.com
eventos@clubsantarosa.co
clubsantarosalanzarote
Clubsantarosa
clubsantarosa
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Casa Nostra

Hotel Meliá Salinas
This hotel is recognised as Cultural Artistic Patrimony of Lanzarote. It
was designed by Fernando Higueras in collaboration with the famous
local artist César Manrique. This hotel offers excellent dishes based
on the Canary traditional cuisine.

Corn and wheat traditional soup
Recipe:
- Boil water with olive oil, onion, tomato and
garlic, all peeled, clean and raw.
- Add saffron and cumin, then add the
bacon, ribs, salt and boil until is cooked.
- The late to be added is the corn, wheat
and chick peas and when these are almost
done, add the potatoes cut in small pieces.

928590040
Avda. Islas Canarias,16
Costa Teguise
www.melia.com
melia.salinas@melia.com
Melia.Hotels
MeliaHtlResorts
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Kentia, Gourmet Club
Dumpling of goat meat in
smoked chick peas soup
Recipe:
Ingredients:
16 units of gyozas, 1kg goat meat, 100gr Mirepoix, 10ml vegetable oil, 0,2kg bacon, 1kg hen
meat, 1kg chick peas, 10ml rice vinegar, 100gr
cauliflower, 100gr sugar, ½ kg sweetbreads,
25gr egg yolk.
Elaboration:
Cut the goat meat and marinate it with
Mirepoix in white wine, cumin, paprika, salt,
thyme and rosemary for 12 hours. Grill the
goat meat and smoke it. Then add to the
vegetables. Cook the mix for 1 hour in the
pressure cooker with more wine than water.
Fray the meat and add the sauce from the
cooker. Do the dumplings with the goat stuff
and steam it.

La Isla y El Mar, Hotel Boutique

Inspired in the African jungle, the Kentian Gourmet Club is the new meeting
point for visitors and local people. The exuberance of the environment
frames a delicious journey to the unexpected, where Canary tradition, quality
ingredients, music and cocktails get together to create a new concept that
surprises and wins love.

928513725
For the chick pea ramen, cook the hen meat,
bacon and sweetbread slow and reserve in
the fridge. Mix the meats with the chickpeas
and cook for one hour more. Strain and mix
with an egg yolk. Add cauliflower pickles
made with water and sugar.

C/ Reina Sofia, 23
Puerto del Carmen – Tías
administracion@laislayelmar.com
@kentiagourmetclub
@kentiagourmetclub
@kentiagourmetclub
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Piglet, sweet potato
and beetroot
Recipe:
Ingredients:
For the piglet: 2 piglets, 100 ml vegetable
oil, ½ head of garlic, 1 branch of thyme, 1
branch of rosemary.
For the mashed sweet potato: 2kg sweet
potatoes, 1 tablespoon of olive oil, silver foil.
For the beetroot pickle: ½ kg beetroot, 1l
rice vinegar, 1l water, 800gr sugar, salt.
For the piglet sauce: piglet bones, ¼ l
Oporto wine, ½ l red wine, 2kg red onions,
1kg carrots, ½ kg leek.

Princesa Yaiza
Suite Hotel Resort

This luxury hotel counts with its own
plantations to serve its kitchen and therefore
being able to offer high quality gastronomy
with the key presence of local products.

928 519 300

Elaboration:
For the piglet: cook all ingredients at
67º for 14 hours. Separate the meat
from the bones, make a terrine and
chill. Cut in dices of 30gr.
For the smashed sweet potato: cook in
the oven at 170º until they become soft
and peel them off. Add salt and oil.
For the beetroot: peel and cut the
beetroot in thin slices. Heat the rest
of ingredients to mix up everything.

Add the beetroot to this mixture (room
temperature) and reserve in a vacuum for
a minimum of 24 hours.
For the sauce: roast the vegetables in the
oven with the resulting bones from the
piglet. Take off the grease and cook at low
heat for 4 hours. Drain and reduce until
getting the desired texture.

Av. de Papagayo, 22
(35580) Playa Blanca
info@princesayaiza.com
princesayaiza
princesayaizaPY
princesayaiza
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Pork candied with cinnamon
Recipe:
Ingredients:
1kg bacon, 250ml olive oil, 2 cloves garlic,
thyme, 5gr oregano, 2 laurel leaves,
rosemary, 1 branch cinnamon, 100gr
strawberries from Lanzarote, 0,25ml
vinegar, 0,50gr sugar, salt, grated ginger,
lemon skin, chili powder, cream cheese

Seaside Hotel
Los Jameos Playa

This hotel is located at Los Pocillos Beach in Puerto del Carmen. Its
architecture is inspired in the style of the island with fantastic pools and
palm trees. This is the perfect place for all the family members.
The Spa is inspired in the volcanic spirit of Lanzarote.
928511717
C/ Marte 2, Puerto del Carmen

Elaboration:
Grill the bacon by both parts and put
into vacuum with the rest of ingredients
and close. Cook in the oven at 75º for 12
hours. Cut it like carpaccio.
For the sweet & sour strawberry
sauce: cook the strawberries with the
vinegar, salt, ginger, lemon, chili and
water. Reduce until the strawberries
become a puree.

www.los-jameos-playa.com
info@los-jameos-playa.es
SeasideLJP
seasidelosjameosplaya
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Aquí y Ahora

The aroma of Aquí y Ahora reminds of the grandmothers’
kitchens where they used to cook tasty bites.

Black pork mini hamburger
Recipe:
Recipe: 100% Canary black pork meat,
with fresh cheese, candied onion. Served
in different kinds of bread (tomato, curry
and basil).
Allergen information:
contains lactose, gluten, mustard,
sesame seeds.

928590452 / 636955674
C/ Las conchas 2, Costa Teguise
(al lado de apto. Galeón playa)
evelynv71@hotmail.com
aquiyahoralanzarote
aquiyahoralanzarote
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Bar La Galería

We are located in a house catalogued as Cultural Patrimony.
We use products from Lanzarote, as well as vegan meatballs
and fresh and delicious mulberry cream in the summer.

Pickled cheese
Recipe:
Ingredients:
- Cheese
- Olives
- Oregano
- Rosemary
- Cayenne pepper
- Olive oil

659861523
C/ Nueva, 8 -Teguise
sylke@atlantis-radio.com
lagaleria.teguise
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Cofradía de Pescadores
La Tiñosa
You can find here the first fish from the harbour every day,
as well as the best views over the sea.

660433578
Avd. El Varadero S/N
(Puerto del Carmen)

King prawn brochette
Recipe:
Ingredients:
Gofio, palm tree honey, tempura and king prawn

Elaboration:
King prawn bread crumbed in gofio
tempura, covered by palm tree honey

carmen-cofradiapdc@hotmail.com
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Cook in Lanzarote
Atlantic fried rolls
Recipe:
Ingredients:
4 sea bass filets, 1 mango, 1 fistful
of coriander, 4 spoons olive oil, one
spoon lemon juice, 1 egg, 100gr flour,
100gr breadcrumbs, salt, olive oil to
fry and 1 bamboo sushi mat.

We offer cooking lessons using local and eco products,
based on the Canary and Spanish kitchen, but also on
Asia, South America or European gastronomy.

Elaboration:
The previous day: peel the mango and cut it into 5-10cm long for 2cm width. Wash and cut
coriander, combine it with the oil, the lemon and salt. Marinate for 8 hours.
The same day: place each filet between two sheets of oven paper and press without
breaking them. Put a filet at the beginning of the sushi mat and add the mango piece at
the beginning of the filet. Roll as a maki and cover it with film paper. Do the same with all
the filets and put the result in the fridge for 2 hours. Prepare a dish with the flour, other
with the beaten egg and other with the breadcrumbs. Pass each roll by each of the dishes
in the mentioned order. Heat the olive oil to fry them for 3 minutes and take off the extra oil
with kitchen paper afterwards.
Note of the chef: substitute the breadcrumbs by panko for an extra crunchy roll.

928836274
C/ El Traspiés, 1 - Uga, Yaiza
www.cookinlanzarote.com
contact@cookinlz.com
cookinlanzarote
cookinlz
cookinlz
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El Camarote de Nao

Our place used to be a repair shop for fishing nets at the end
of the 19th century. Now is a place full of life, with the style
of a “marine refuge”, where to enjoy our beers together with
delicious tapas. We also organize visits to the factory with
tastings included. “El Camarote” (“The Cabin”) and the NAO
brewery are separated for just a glass. We are waiting for you
at The Cabin of NAO!
676315187
C/ Foque, 5 (Arrecife)
www.naobeer.com
hola@naobeer.com
cervezanao
cervezanao
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El Cangrejo Rojo

We offer the most exquisite of our gastronomy for your
palate. We have good environment and a seamless
service, so, our clients can have an unique experience
between food and leisure.

928512191

Tuna marinated in teriyaki sauce with mashed
sweet potato and potatoes from Lanzarote
with a touch of coriander
Recipe:
Grill the tuna very rare and reserve. Put soya sauce, rice
vinegar and a bit of sesame seeds in a pan and boil. Boil
the potatoes and the sweet potatoes together with some
coriander. Pass them separately by the Thermomix with a
little bit of butter and milk.

C/ Roque Nublo, 11 local 10
(Puerto del Carmen)
www.cangrejorojo.com
cangrejorojo.lanzarote@gmail.com
elcangrejorojo
cangrejorojolanzarote
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El Olivo

This restaurant is located in Playa Dorada, one of
Lanzarote’s most beautiful beaches. Our kitchen is based
on the quality and care of the product. We will surprise
you with all types of rice.
928349621

Black rice with coconut and curry
mayonnaise
Recipe:
Cook the garlic, onion and leek. When ready,
add a clean squid cut in pieces. Sautee for 5
minutes. Add salt and pepper. Add the rice
and cook for 2 minutes. Add the squid ink. Add
fish soup (700ml) and cook it for 18-20 min at
medium heat. When the rice is ready, wait 5-7
min before serving. Bon appétit!

Avda. Papagayo C. C. Papagayo
Local 53 (Playa Blaca)
compras@ghh.es
Restaurante El Olivo
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El Veganito
del Charco

Basket with sweet potato stuffed
with pumpkin gulash

El Veganito del Charco is a vegan food take away
store, 100% vegetal, centred in autochthonous
products from Lanzarote to prepare all kind of
recipes full of flavour and love.

Recipe:
Recipe for the basket: Recipe for the basket: mix 500
gr sweet potato, egg yolk, white sweet potato, 2 onions,
2 garlic cloves, salt, pepper, one coffee spoon of ginger
powder and a coffee spoon of garlic powder.
Recipe for the pumpkin gulash for 4 serves:
2 onions, 3 garlic cloves, black sugar spoon, 2 red
peppers, one green apple, 500gr of pumpkin, one cumin
spoon, one curcuma spoon, 2 olive oil spoons, half
spoon of grated black pepper, half spoon of nutmeg, salt
to taste and a big cup of broth.

928839318 - 690828979
Jacinto Borges, 11. Arrecife
elveganitodelcharco@gmail.com
El Veganito del Charco
ElVeganitodelCharco
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El Zaguán Cafetería
Nice spot to enjoy some tapas and wine with an outdoor
terrace and a typical Canary patio.

Guava and almogrote wrap
Recipe:
Ingredients:
guava sweet (guava, sugar and lemon),
almogrote (cured cheese, peppers, chili,
olive oil, garlic, tomato), roasted peppers,
pickles, fresh rocket leaves, corn tortillas.

Elaboration:
spread the almogrote on the tortilla and put
a piece of the guava, one slice of pepper, a
piece of pickle and the rocket leaves. Make
a roll and cut in half.

609417732
C/ León y Castillo, 6 - Teguise
elzaguanteguise@gmail.com
El Zaguán
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Octopus in limpet cream
Recipe:
Fry the octopus in garlic oil with thyme, laurel,
oregano, salt, wine and vinegar. Boil the
potatoes and mash them, then add garlic oil,
parsley, pepper and salt. Serve the mashed
potato on the dish, put the octopus in the
middle of it and make a ball. Pass it by flour,
then egg and then breadcrumbs and fry.

Girasol
Casa Margucha
In this restaurant we are specialist in fresh
fish, seafood and rice. Our priority is to make
our customers enjoy with our dishes while
watching the best view.

For the limpet cream, fry the onion, garlic and
pepper, add the potatoes, salt, colourant and
water and mash everything.
Cut the onion, red pepper, green pepper very
small, and then add oil and vinegar and the
winkles.
Allergen information:
ontains seafood, mollusc, gluten and egg.

928842139 / 610768221
Avda. Virgen del Mar, nº 89
restaurantegirasolcasamargucha@gmail.com
Restaurante Girasol Casa Margucha
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Mini goat stew with rustic
mashed potatoes and prickly
pear coulis
Recipe:
Ingredients:
For the meat: goat meat, celery, leek,
onion, carrot, white wine, oil, salt, peppers,
laurel, thyme and paprika.
For the mashed potatoes: potatoes, olive
oil, salt and pepper.
For the coulis: prickly pears, sugar, salt and
pepper.
To decorate: roasted cherry tomatoes and
fresh sprouts.

Gourmet
Catering Ampate
We are known for mixing modern culinary trends with
the traditional cuisine, always using products of first
quality in our special events and celebrations.

Elaboration:
Cook the vegetables then add the goat meat. Add the species and the wine and reduce it.
When ready, add water and cook for a couple of hours. When the meat is cooked, flake and
reserve. At the same time, boil the potatoes and mash them adding salt and pepper and a
generous stream of oil. Reserve. To finish, put in a pan the prickly pears previously peeled,
sugar, salt and pepper. Let it candy until it gets a sticky texture. Pass it by a strainer to
take off the seeds.
To serve:
Put the mashed potato and next to it, the meat. Pour some coulis over the elements and
end it adding fresh sprouts and roasted tomatoes.

928802701
C/ Hermanos Álvarez Quintero
19 (Arrecife)
www.ampate.com
administracion@ampate.com
Ampate Sociedad Limitada
ampategourmetcatering
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White fish and prawn Saumai
Recipe:
Ingredients:
250gr wanton pasta, 500gr white fish,
prawns, 50gr chive, 15gr salt, 15gr chicken
broth, 30gr sesame oil and 15gr sake.

Elaboration:
Cut the fish, prawns and chive. Put all
in a bowl and reserve in the fridge for 10
minutes. With a spoon, take 30gr of the
fish mixture and put it in the wanton pasta.
Form a bag. Steam 10 minutes.

Kokoxili Sushi

This is the result of the passion of Jaime Jiang
for the Asian cuisine after his experience in
Japan, Hong Kong, China and then Lanzarote.
He offers an exquisite cooking combining
imagination and natural products.

928817135 - 665885333
C/ Rambla Medular, 75, Arrecife
www.grupokokoxili.com
kokoxilisushi@gmail.com
kokoxili sushi & asiatico
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Goatburger
Recipe:
Ingredients:
50gr minced goat meat, half-fresh goat
cheese, lettuce, eco tomatoes, red mojo,
bread.
Elaboration:
Grill the meat, medium done. Assemble
the burger with the meat, cheese, tomato,
lettuce and red mojo.

La Cantina

This restaurant is located in a historic house in Teguise, where we
offer a great variety of tapas and boards perfect to share.
All food is made with local products. We also have a good
selection of wines and beers from the island.
928845536

C/ León y Castillo, 8 (Teguise)

www.cantinateguise.com

cantinateguise@cantinateguise
cantinateguise

cantinateguise

La Tabla

Burgers and artisan beers in the heart of Arrecife, located in a

privilege spot of the maritime avenue.
928070362

C/ Ruperto González Negrín, 6 (Arrecife)

www.cantinateguise.com

tablaarrecife@gmail.com

tablaarrecife

tabla_arrecife
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La Gamba Loca

Located in El Golfo, we are specialist in fish and
seafood from our coast. We offer traditional and
international food with a modern touch.

Prawn and smoked cheese brochette
Ingredients:
prawns, smoked cheese, basil sauce
with a spicy touch.

“Crazy prawn”
Ingredients:
prawns, carrot, onion, garlic, cream,
fish broth.

618528101 / 928174517
Avda. Marítima El Golfo
restaurantelagambaloca@hotmail.com
Restaurante La Gamba Loca
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La Lupe Cantina

Meat taco
Recipe:
Candied black pork with orange juice
and species. Corn tortillas, onion,
coriander and avocado sauce.

In Arrecife, the capital of Lanzarote, there is La Lupe Cantina
restaurant with the authentic Mexican flavor, where to enjoy the fusion
of both cultures. Here you can taste the authentic dishes from Mexico
cooked at the moment and using local products.
828085120
Coronle Bens, 9 - Arrecife
www.lalupecantina.com
lalupecantina@hotmail.es
Lalupecantina
Lalupecantina
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Los Aljibes de Tahiche

This place is considered as one of the best buildings of César
Manrique. It was built in 1976, and nowadays, it is used as
exhibition room, cultural space and restaurant specialized in

fresh meats grill. Live a complete experience through excellent
products in an emblematic environment.

610454294
C/ Bravo Murillo 6 - Tahiche
losaljibesdetahiche@gmail.com
Los Aljibes de Tahiche
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Monumento
al Campesino
Smoked cheese croquette with
prickly pear jam
Recipe:
Cook the onion in butter and olive oil. Make a
béchamel, put in the oven for 20 minutes at
180º. Take off the crust, add grated cheese
and egg yolk, stir and let it get cold. Make
balls and pass them through warm water with
Gelcalent, egg white and paprika and then
breadcrumb with panko.
Allergen information:
gluten, lactose, egg.

This restaurant is located in La Geria, the wine area of the
island. It belongs to the Art, Culture and Tourism Centres
of the Council of Lanzarote. It has the high responsibility of
preserving the traditional gastronomic culture of Lanzarote.

901200300

Ctra. Arrecife a Tinajo, Mozaga, Las Palmas

www.cactlanzarote.com

info@centrosturisticos.com
CACTlanzarote
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QuéMUAC

Our menu focuses on local product, innovation, creativity

and a careful service. This is the most romantic place in
Lanzarote, where on Friday and Saturday nights you can
enjoy of good music and audio-visual screening.

Risotto of moray, octopus
and limpet with white wine
reduction
Recipe:
Cook the onion and garlic in small dices,
add the rice and a good fish broth, made
with moray spine, octopus and coast fish.
When it remains 3 minutes to finish the
rice, add the octopus, moray and limpet
all cut in dices. Stir and add butter and
parmesan. Serve the rice and decorate it
with fried moray and limpet, pour some
red wine.
Allergen information:
fish, mollusc, lactose, seafood, sulphites.

928812321

Avda. Puerto Naos s/n Arrecife, Lanzarote, España

www.cactlanzarote.com

info@centrosturisticos.com
CACTlanzarote
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Restaurante 24 Grados
This restaurant was created with the aim of fuse traditional
dishes of different styles with the modern palate. Our menu is
based on the gastronomy of Peru with multiple influences from
Asia and the Mediterranean.

Scallop and prawn maki with
passion fruit sauce
Recipe:
Maki special rice, cream cheese, prawns,
flambé scallop, avocado, seaweed,
passion fruit cream.

928592382

C/Las Olas 2, 35508 Costa Teguise

restaurante24grados@gmail.com
restaurante24grados

Restaurante 24 Grados

Restaurante 24 Grados

Allergen information:
milk, fish, crustacean, nuts, gluten,
sesame seeds, mollusc.
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Taberna el Bocadito

El Bocadito has consolidated as one of the most trustful
gastronomic spots in Costa Teguise. The typical Spanish
cuisine offers a varied range of tapas, which can be
complemented with more elaborated dishes.

928346794

Black potatoes stuffed with mojos
Recipe:
The beautiful potatoes with abundant salt and
pieces of lemon stand out. We make an aioli
with red mojo oil and assemble the potato with
it. We add some black chocolate chips, crunchy
onions, coriander, topped with virgin olive oil. In
the background we crush some rashers in the
way of earth.

Av. Islas Canarias, C.C. Los
Charcos, 15-16 Costa Teguise
elbocadito.wordpress.com
tabernaelbocadito@gmail.com
tabernaelbocadito
tabernaelbocadito
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Sweet potato ingot with fish
and mojo gel
Recipe:

Taberna de Nino

Great variety of tapas, located in the fishermen
town of La Tiñosa.

Ingredients:
1 white fish filet, 2 potatoes, 2 sweet
potatoes, ½ red mojo, sugar, cream,
olive oil and a slice of bread.
Elaboration:
Cook the fish with the garlic and the
oil. When ready, separate the garlic
and oil and reserve. Boil the potatoes,
then mix them with the fish, garlic and
oil and add the cream. Boil the sweet
potatoes and mash. In a pan put the
mojo, water, sugar and reduce it until
it candies.
How to serve it:
Put the bread, then the mashed sweet
potato, above we put the mojo gel and
we end with the fish mixture.

928510658
C/ Nuestra Sra. del Carmen, 6
Varadero (Puerto del Carmen)
tabernanino@gmail.com
tabernadenino.pintxos
tabernadeninopintxos
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The V Factor

by Mitrix Persu

First 100% vegan bar in Lanzarote, where there are also
workshops, readings, video shows.

828040503

Crunchy sweet potato with
vegan Majorcan sausage
Recipe:
Sweet potato, courgette, vegan Majorcan
sausage, candied onion, mushrooms and
parmesan vegan cheese.
Allergen information: soya and nuts.

C/ La Porra, 52, bajo izda
(Arrecife)
thevfactorbymitrix@gmail.com
theVfactorbymitrixpersu
the v factor
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The Atlantic
Cooking
AN OCEAN THAT CONNECT US
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The Atlantic Cooking is a new space dedicated to the gastronomy of
neighbour destinations such as Madeira, Azores, Morocco, Mauritania,
Cabo Verde and Galicia. For many of you, their food could be unknown,
but they are without doubt exotic, tasty and very interesting, with many
connections with the Canary food.
During this edition, you can taste from first-hand the typical dishes from
La Coruña, Galicia and from Lanzarote, thanks to 8 excellent cooks from
the professional groups of Coruña Cocina and Lanzarote Cocina. Enjoy
exquisite culinary creations and taste the excellent products offered by
the Atlantic Ocean.
Moreover, direct from Galicia, the winners of the Guinness record for
the biggest tapa of octopus in the world have also come to this Festival:
an unbelievable dish of 3m of diameter! Come to try the real octopus “a
feira”, typical from Galicia.
Don’t miss it!
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Casa Brígida

Inherited tradition, the sea is his life habitat, Pedro Santana, chef in Casa
Brígida, is the authentic expert in sea products. As a kid he used to go
fishing with his father, fisherman, and he cooked with his mother, Brígida, in
the restaurant she managed for 40 years. Today, all that knowledge allows
us enjoy dishes of unique marine elaborations in the south of the island.

928518946
Puerto Deportivo Marina Rubicón,
C/ el Berrugo nº2 (Local 32B),Playa Blanca, Lanzarote

PEDRO SANTANA

Gyoza of goat meat stew
in its own juice

www.restaurantecasabrigida.com
info@restaurantecasabrigida.com
Restaurante Casa Brigida
Restaurante Casa Brigida

Member of
Participant in Atlantic Cooking
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JUAN PERDOMO

El Risco

An authentic cooking, with local products totally pervade our taste
buds. Located in an outstanding landscape, the biggest marine
reserve in Europe, the Chinijo Archipelago, Famara… there are
too many attributes that describing them in two lines is almost
impossible. Coast fish, local sweet potatoes, rice, Malvasia wines…
The experience will fulfill you totally and leave you a retro-taste
that will remain long after you leave the table.

Potato from Los Valles
stuffed with fresh dried fish,
boiled mojo and cheese
928528550
Member of

C/ Montaña Clara, 30, Famara. Teguise, Lanzarote

www.restauranteelrisco.com

info@restauranteelrisco.com

Participant in Atlantic Cooking
RestauranteElRisco

RestElRisco

restauranterisco
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Toro
This grill has the main goal of offering you the best. We are experts in meat,
we defend the local product, we have the expertise in the kitchen. Luis
León and his son Roberto have achieved to surprise us incredibly. This is a
magnificent grill with a creative menu created by this couple of cooks, who
perfectly combine the knowledge of two generations.

928510642
C/ Reina Sofía, 70, Tías, Canarias.

LUIS LEÓN

Stuffed pork tenderloin of
La Santa prawns

www.tororestaurante.net
reservas@tororestaurante.net
ToroRestaurante

Member of
Participant in Atlantic Cooking
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La Cascada del Puerto

GERMÁN BLANCO

Products from our own orchard, fresh fish captured 100m away from
the restaurant, selected meats and a careful team dedicated to make
your visit unforgettable. Germán Blanco is the chef who creates fun and
delicate elaborations. The place is perfectly run by Cristóbal Sánchez,
which culminate the gastronomic experience.

928512953
C/ Roque Nublo, 5
Puerto del Carmen Tías, Lanzarote

Avocado with king prawns
in ceviche and sea weed
and coriander chlorophyll

www.restaurante-lacascada.com
contacto@restaurante-lacascada.com

Member of
Participant in Atlantic Cooking

LaCascadaPuerto
lacascadapuerto
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Mussels and sea weed pasty

TINO OTERO

Aula de cocina Portomuiños

Sardine Toast

Member of
Participant in Atlantic Cooking

O Lagar da Estrella Tosta

ALVARO GANTES
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Hake in stew juice and cabbage

IRIA ESPINOZA

Mirador de San Pedro
1* Michelin

“Cachola” terrine and soggy rice

Miga

ADRIÁN FELIPEZ
Member of
Participant in Atlantic Cooking
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El Faro

El Faro Cheese Factory is a family business founded more
than 45 years ago by Santiago Hernández Machín and his
wife Dolores Camacho Saavedra. At the beginning, this
couple, neighbours of Teguise, started a small artisan
dairy. Mrs Dolores made the cheese in the same way than
she used to learn when she was a little girl: with newly
milked milk from her goats, goat kid rennet and using her
hands as the only instrument. Soon the dairy started to
be famous amongst the people who had the opportunity
of tasting its products. Its fame started to grow and their
goat cheese was more and more demanded until today,
when they have become one of the most important cheese
factories in Lanzarote.

928521408
C/ Teguise a Mozaga, Km.4,2
www.queseriaelfaro.es
info@queseriaelfaro.com
queseriaelfaro
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Finca de Uga
Our factory is equipped with innovative installations that respect the
traditional elaboration methods. We only use milk from our 300 goats from
Fuerteventura, 300 Canary sheep and 30 Jersey cows. We make a natural
yogurt and a wide range of high-quality cheese, which pastries are pressed
from just one type of milk, to cheese of different mixtures and vegetal and
lactose coagulations. We produce 24,000 kg of cheese per year.
Our production system pursues sustainability with the aim of guaranteeing
the animals maximum comfort and well-being. We follow a rigorous control
in alimentation, besides we keep correct hygiene to achieve an excellent raw
material. The effort, dedication and care with which we obtain and transform
our milk have led us to achieve some cheese with personality and unique
quality, endorsed by relevant prizes at national and international level.

928836841 - 619859129
C/ Arrecife a Yaiza Km 21
www.fincadeuga.com
info@fincadeuga.com
FINCADEUGA
Finca_de_Uga
finca_de_uga
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Flor de Luz

Our cheese recalls the ones from old times. We are a family
business with just three years of existence, but with more than
15 years dedicated to milk production.
Each integrant has an important role in this project, from the
guarding of the cattle, to the product commercialization. We are
always searching the best quality for our customers, respecting
the traditional and innovating with colours and flavours.
681643544

Some of our prizes are: gold medal in semi-cured cheese with
raw milk at FEAGA 2016 and the first prize in fresh cheese
with raw milk at Uga 2016. Honorific mention by the Canary
Government to the Rural Women of the Canary Islands.

Camino Barranco (San Bartolomé)
luznelida8@hotmail.com
queseriaflordeluz
Quesería Flor De Luz
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Montaña de Haría
Montaña de Haría was born with the enthusiasm of a family
who pretended to get over the hard situation that this
country was living in that moment. We exploit the primary
sector more united than ever and trying to surprise the
public with products, that thank to the weather and other
factors that surround our situation, make them unique.
690274182
Diseminados de Haría, 21
rglezviera@gmail.com
Queseria-Artesanal-Montaña-de-Haria
queseria_montdeharia
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Bodegas El Grifo
Founded in 1775, we are the oldest winery in the Canary
Islands and one of the oldest in Spain. During our large
history, we have received important prizes, giving our wines
a national and international prestige. The winery has a
magnificent museum within our installations dedicated
entirely to the wine world and where you can find unique
pieces. We invite you to visit us in Lanzarote.

928524036
Lugar de El Grifo
( San Bartolomé)
www.elgrifo.com
malvasia@elgrifo.com
bodegaselgrifo
BodegasElGrifo
bodegaselgrifo
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Bodegas Guiguan
It was built at the end of the 19th century by the Rijo family
and since 1993, it’s managed by their current owners.
From the beginning, we have experimented important
technologic changes that have facilitated the production of
high quality wines.
928840715
Avda.de los Volcanes, 116
(Tinajo)
www.bodegasguiguan.com
guiguanoliver@hotmail.com
Bodegas-Guiguan
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Bodegas La Florida
Bodega La Florida blends balance and harmony between the landscape
and the fruit of our vines, carefully taken care of, to get the best wine with
aromas of this land, a volcano flavor, moved by the trade winds, picking up
perfectly the mixture of grapes from high-quality, with unmistakable flavor

928593001 - 637491747

and the smell of our most ingrained traditions.
La Florida, 89, san Bartolomé

Our wines, white, semisweet, rose, red and muscatel, are made with great
tradition in its elaboration and lot of craft work background.

www.bodegaslaflorida.com
bodegaslaflorida@bodegaslaflorida.com

Our winery has the longest dragon tree on the island, with almost three
centenarians, it guards the farm and gives way to the volcanic jameo that
collects part of the moscatel vineyards.

BodegaLaFlorida
bodegas_laflorida
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Bodegas La Geria
Our winery is located in the heart of the main wine area in
Lanzarote, known as La Geria.
It was built at the end of the 19th century by the Rijo family and
since 1993, it’s managed by their current owners. From the
beginning, we have experimented important technologic changes
that have facilitated the production of high quality wines.

928173178
Ctra. La Geria, 1
(Yaiza)
www.lageria.com
bodega@lageria.com
bodega.lageria
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Bodegas Los Bermejos
During several centuries, this emblematic winery belonged to one
of the most important families in Lanzarote. It was almost without
activity, when in 2001, a new impulse was given to bring the winery
to the top of the island oenology in a few years. We firmly defend
that the quality of our wines depends on the quality of the grapes.
We are always searching for the best, to being able to offer the best.

928522463 - 627963654
Camino a Los Bermejos, 7
(La Florida, San Bartolomé)
www.losbermejos.com
bodega@losbermejos.com
bodegabermejo
BodegaBermejos
bodegabermejo
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Bodegas
Los Perdomos - Reymar
Wine family tradition led the brothers José Daniel, María del Rosario
and Francisco A. Perdomo to found Reymar Winery in 1995. We use
malvasia, muscatel and black listan to elaborate our wines: Malvasia
Semi-sweet, Rosée, Young Red Wine, and our most precious wine:
Dry White Malvasia. This variety of autochthonous wines from Reymar
Winery is commercialized in Lanzarote in a 99%. The rest of the
production is sold in the Canary and Spanish Mainland market.

928840737 - 649993096
Plaza de los Dolores, 19
(Tinajo)
www.bodegasreymar.es
reymarlosperdomos@gmail.com
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Bodegas
Malpaís de Maguez
- La Grieta
928848110 - 616908484
C/ Aulaga, 14
(Punta Mujeres - Haría)
bodegamalpais@gmail.com
bodega.malpaisdemaguez

This winery has three centuries of history and it maintains its
traditional spirit. The modern history of Rubicón Winery started
in 1979, when Mr. Germán López Figueras, a wine lover, bought
La Geria Country House to the Fajardo family. This new owner
bought the winery to elaborate wine, his big passion. For decades,
he has been dedicated to artisan elaboration using the antique
installations: the traditional wood presses, the stone press and
the cement tanks to store the wine. Today, it counts with modern
installations and high-quality wines, as demonstrated by the prizes
we have earned during the last years.
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Bodegas Rubicón
This cellar has more than three centuries of history.
During decades they’ve been dedicated to the
production of artisan wines, using their antiques
installations. Today, they count with modern
installations and their wines have a very high quality.

928173708
Ctra. La Geria, 2
(Yaiza)
www.bodegasrubicon.com
bodegasrubicon@gmail.com
bodega.rubicon
bodegasrubicon
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Bodegas Stratvs
Tradition and innovation are the leitmotiv of Stratvs Winery,
always respecting the environment. We pretend to contribute
to the improvement of the quality of the wines from Lanzarote,
through the use of modern technologies. Around the winery, the
vines are cultivated with more than 150 years of antiquity along
the “gerias”, name that comes from the characteristic holes
excavated as a cradle for the island cultivations.

928809977
Ctra. La Geria, km 18
(Yaiza)
bodega@stratvs.com
Bodega-Stratvs
bodegas_stratvs
bodegastratvs
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Bodegas Vega de Yuco
Vega de Yuco cellars was founded in 1997, since then they have a
high quality product, combining the traditional way with the new
technologies. They have a small production with a strong personality.

928524316 - 609217011
Camino del Cabezo S/N
(Tías)
www.vegadeyuco.es
bodega@vegadeyuco.es
vegadeyuco
vegadeyuco
vegadeyuco
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Bodega Vulcano
de Lanzarote
The cellar of Vulcano of Lanzarote was born in 2009 with the
passion to cultivate young wines.
We make all with exclusivity and exquisite quality. We are
inspired in the “Winery Boutique” concept: small productions
with high personality.

928524469 - 639204633
C/ Víctor Fernández, 5
35572 (Tías)
www.bodegavulcano.es
info@bodegavulcano.es
BodegaVulcanodeLanzarote
Bodegavulcano
vulcanodelanzarote
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Ave del Paraiso
Dry Gin
Old family winery, reconverted in a micro-distillery, where a
star gin has been created. It has received silver and bronze
medals at worldwide level. The prestige of the organization
of these prizes, the London organization IWSC and its
seriousness in the development of this contest, locate our
gin in the leadership of Premium gins.

691843664
C/ Las Seguidillas, S/N Yaizain
www.avedelparaisocanarias.com
info@avedelparaisocanarias.com
ave del paraiso dry gin
avedelparaisodrygin
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Bernardo’s
Mermeladas
Founded in 1995 by Mr Bernardo, this winery is a family
business, which work with natural ingredients. The initial
idea of our founder in 1993 of producing some jars of cactus
marmalade. This idea made us quickly become a succesful
business, mostly for the innovation in the selling of products
with prickly pears, offering a wide range of confitures,
liquors and mojos.

928833441
C/ Varenga, 32, Playa Honda.
info@bernardos.org
BernardosMermeladas
bernardosmermeladas
bernardosmermeladas
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Cervecera
Malpeis
676535092 / 687462297
C/ Malagueña S/N (Tinajo)
www.malpeis.com
cerveceramalpeis@gmail.comcervezasmalpeis
cervezasmalpeis

Malpeis is an independent manufacture where they produce, in an artisanal way, their own beer. We have three
varieties now: Jable, Blond Ale of 5,3%v, Bermeja, Red
IPA of 6,7%v and Rofe, Bock of 7%v. Moreover, in our new
brewery located in the town of Tinajo, in San Roque Square, you can taste two more varieties: one American Pale
Ale of 5,2 %v and one Dry Stout of 4,2%v.
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Cerveza Nao
Independent artisan brewery, proudly free and oriented to
elaborate special beers. Our beers have been with artisan
methods and brought to this place in the fishermen’s
quarter of Puerto Naos in Arrecife. Enjoy these beers while
we think in the next one.
In our brewery we count with a tasting area, where to taste
our beers with products from the sea and the land, called
“the Cabin of Nao Beers”. Please, come to visit us!

676315187
C/ Foque, 5 (Arrecife)
www.naobeer.com
hola@naobeer.com
cervezanao
cervezanao
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Cerveza Los Aljibes
In Los Aljibes de Tahiche, in addition to the restaurant
is the first craft beer factory in Lanzarote, and Agüita
is its brand. We produce 3 varieties: a pilsen blonde
and refreshing, a pale ale toast and a marsen. “Zero
preservatives, zero pasteurization”, the only CO2 is
from fermentation.

610454294
C/ Bravo Murillo 6 - Tahiche
losaljibesdetahiche@gmail.com
Los Aljibes de Tahiche
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Fabbrica della Pasta
Lanzarote – Di Casa
Di Casa Lanzarote is a family business of fresh pasta
elaboration, but also of sourdough starter bread allergen free
and patisserie gluten and allergen free. We are located in
Arrecife, Lanzarote.
We elaborate artisan pastas, caring the minimum detail to
obtain a healthy and delicious product. We count with modern
installations and highly qualified staff to obtain gluten free pasta
of the highest quality.

928 84 43 05 - 620465928
C/ Juan Negrín, 17 (Arrecife)
www.pastasingluten.com
dicasalanzarote@gmail.com
dicasa
dicasa
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Flor de Latte
Our ice cream is produced under severe quality
control, so you’ll have the opportunity of tasting
unique flavors in the island. Every day we produced
new tastes. Come and try them, we’ll surprise you.
928524694 - 639546945
Avenida Central, 26 (Tías)
www.flordelatte.com
info@flordelatte.com
Flordelatte
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Gambas La Santa
The prawn from La Santa is known in the rest of the
world as Soldier Prawn (Plesionika edwardsii). It’s a
very common crustacean in the Canary sea bottom. It
lives close to the bottom, between 50 and 650 meters
depth, but there are bigger populations between 120
and 350 meters depth. Its flavour and texture are
exquisite and it has converted in an authentic delicacy
offered by our seas. Without doubt, one of the stars of
Lanzarote’s gastronomy.

633646965
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La Florita
de Lanzarote

Product of prestige that inherits the aromas from the
past. The flavour of this tradition goes deep in the
origins of this island history and accomplished the
maximum guarantees for today customer.

928845420
C/ Los Cuervos, 5 Nazaret, Lanzarote
www.lafloritadelanzarote.com
info@lafloritadelanzarote.com
lafloritadelanzarote
floritalanzarot
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Lava
Lava®, the Chocolate of the Canary Islands and Lava Canary
Islands® were born two decades ago when they got together
due to the passion for a magic ingredient with never ending
possibilities like chocolate, and the inspiration that only a
land of fire and mystery like the Canary Archipelago can
awake.
From Tenerife, our chocolate master elaborates these
little pieces of art with the best raw materials, to whom
we transfers all the force and character of the volcanic
landscape in order to conquer the palate and the heart of all
the people who try the Lava® experience.

828011847
C/ Zebenzuy, 10
(La Laguna) Tenerife
www.chocolatedecanarias.es
info@chocolatedecanarias.es
elchocolatedecanarias
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Mermeladas Lala
A factory of artisanal products that wants to get to the
most demanding palates through very good quality fruit
from Lanzarote. Figs and sweet potatoes are some
of the ingredients.

686522073
C/ Cuervo, 1 (Tinajo)
fefonieves@gmail.com
MermeladasLala
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Pastelería
Lamontagne
100% Lanzarote’s artisan patisserie. We made our own
doughs, pastries, chocolates and cookies. We use local
and seasonal products. We are pioneers in the use of the
passion fruit, pitaya, star fruit or mango, which are always
present some way in the gastronomic festivals in which we
participate.

C/ Manolo Millares, 80
(Arrecife)
www.pastelerialamontagne.com
yolanda@pastelerialamontagne.com
pasteleria-lamontagne
pastelerialamontagne
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Pescados La Tiñosa
Celso comes from a fishermen family from the island. He
has been in the sea since he was a kid. Shipowner and
captain of the “Mar Azul” (Blue Sea), he fishes, sells and
distributes sardines, mackerel, horse-mackerel, boga and
all the seasonal fish. He goes every day to the sea to bring
us fresh, dried and/or salted fish.

666878318
C/ Montaña Ubique, 11A
(Puerto del Carmen)
eva_aroca@yahoo.es
Pescados-La-Tiñosa
pescados-la-tiñosa
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Primo de Lanzarote
Vermut

Primo de Lanzarote officially starts in 2017, although its origin goes back
to 6 years ago. It has been created by Davide Musci, Luca Fissolo and
Alberto Sanino, Italians from Piemonte, who have lived in Lanzarote for
several years now. Together they have created an original recipe for the
first vermouth in the Canaries, re-elaborating recipes, experimenting with
herbs and autochthonous plants like the coriander, thyme, wormwood,
elderberry, Canary sage, Canary saffron, prickly pear and oranges from
Gran Canaria. But most of all using grapes from Lanzarote of Volcanic
malvasia and Diego varieties.
Primo de Lanzarote is a Project that starts from passion and pleasure,
elaborated by people who enjoy what they do and who put first important
values such as friendship, honesty and shared experiences.

928 944 966 - 660300545
Avda. Central 99, Tias. Lanzarote
www.primodelanzarote.com
vermut@primodelanzarote.com
primodelanzarote
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Rosado y Cia
Aguardiente y Licores
First artisan distillery in Lanzarote, located in the capital of the
island, where there was a liquor factory long ago.
We don’t have a large production, as we have concentrated our
efforts in the quality of our products to create a slow distillation
in a traditional way, as it was done by our ancestors in the old
copper still.
635542242
C/ Ficus, 9 (Costa Teguise)
franciscorosado@telefonica.net
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